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This paper describes a non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) carbon dioxide gas sensor combined with 
temperature and humidity sensing, compatible with powering from energy harvesting. Primary 
applications include use within wireless sensor networks in building control (enhanced indoor air 
quality & reduction in energy usage through demand control of heating & ventilating systems) and 
horticultural markets (accelerated plant growth through environmental control). Powering from 
energy harvesting using photovoltaics is demonstrated, requiring operation in building and 
greenhouse lighting levels, integration with power management systems wireless data transmission, 
cost effective installation and flexibility of zero maintenance deploy & forget solutions. Use of 
various photovoltaic media are described including silicon, organic photovoltaics and dye sensitised 
solar cells, offering potential for low cost powering solutions with ease of integration. Primary 
benefit is economic deployment of wireless sensor networks and reduced or eliminated dependency 
on battery power.The NDIR carbon dioxide gas sensor low power consumption results from use of 
novel mid-infrared light emitting diode (LED) and photodiode (PD) light source/detector 
combination. The LED/PD based NDIR sensor provides fast stabilisation time (time required to turn 
on the sensor from cold, warm up, take and report a measurement, and power down again ≈1 
second), longevity (>15 years), low power consumption and low cost. Described performance is 
compatible with “fit and forget” wireless deployed sensors in applications such as indoor air quality 
monitoring/control & energy conservation in buildings, transport systems, horticultural greenhouses 
and portable deployment for safety, industrial and medical applications. Fast stabilisation time, low 
intrinsic power consumption and cycled operation offer typical energy consumption per measurement 
of mJ’s for combined carbon dioxide/ temperature/ humidity sensing. Such low energy per 
measurement provides a route to powering using energy harvesting strategies.  
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